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Abstract— Localization of unintended passive emissions from 

radio controlled (RC) devices has a great importance due to 

security concerns. This paper analyzes the challenges of locating 

such devices in the presence of multipath fading by using angle of 

arrival (AoA) method for passive devices. Phased array 

processing, smooth multiple signal classification (Smooth 

MUSIC) algorithms are the methods used to determine the AoA 

to locate the RC device.  Though AoA techniques have been in 

existence for localization of active devices, such methods are not 

applied to locating passive devices. Two eight element uniform 

linear antenna array (ULA) receivers are placed along x and y 

directions and triangulation is utilized on the AoA information to 

determine the location. Indoor and outdoor experiment results 

for AoA by using two schemes and their localization of the RC 

device are presented.  Results indicate that, smooth MUSIC 

algorithm outperforms the phased array processing method in 

terms of location accuracy of root mean square position error 

less than 12 ft provided the signal to noise ratio is equal or higher 

than 10 dB.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

ADIO controlled (RC) devices generally have either a 

super-heterodyne or super-regenerative receivers 

which are sensitive to RF stimulation [1],[2]. A weak, 

stimulating signal changes state of the device and 

causes unintended emissions which in turn is used to detect 

and locate the RC device [2]-[4]. Fig. 1 depicts the process of 

locating an unknown device by using a stimulated signal. To 

locate a device emitting unintended radiation, a different 

localization technique is introduced in [5] out of the various 

schemes available in the literature [6]-[11]. A time of arrival 

method using radarlike techniques developed in [5] for range 

estimation using high bandwidth stimulated emissions 

however precise synchronization is needed between 

transmitter receiver pair.  

   Received signal strength (RSS) based localization 

techniques are preferred due to their ease of implementation of 

using the received power information.  
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   However they require accurate channel estimation to 

determine the signal propagation model [6].   To overcome 

this requirement, fingerprinting of the area is done first by 

using RSS measurements and then estimation of the location 

of the object is performed by online matching the current 

measurements with the fingerprints [7]. However, the RSS is 

affected by reflections, diffraction or scattering. Therefore, 

fingerprinting should be performed frequently enough.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Schematic view of detection and localization process from 

unintended emissions. 

    Time of arrival (ToA) and time difference of arrival 

(TDoA) methods require precise synchronization between a 

transmitter and receiver pair which is not possible. Also, a 

time-stamp needs to be added on the transmitting signal to 

measure the distance that the signal has traveled.  The ToA 

can be calculated with different techniques such as direct 

sequence spread-spectrum (DSSS) [8],[9] or with ultra-wide 

band measurements [10].  

    AOA is defined as the angle between the propagation 

direction of an incident wave and a reference direction of 

antenna array. In array signal processing, phase difference 

information between the antennas is used to decide the 

arriving angle of the RF signal and does not require additional 

information from the transmitter [11]. The accuracy of 

localization depends on the distance between transmitter and 

receiver. Inaccuracy in AoA results higher localization error if 

the device is placed further from the receivers.  

   In phased array processing method [12], the angle which 

gives the maximum power is defined as the AoA. Resolution 

R 



of AoA estimation increases with antenna number in the array. 

For this reason high resolution and widely used techniques 

such as MUSIC [13] and ESPRIT [14]  are developed. They 

apply eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) to received signal 

covariance matrix and use the orthogonality property of noise 

and signal subspaces. However, the computational intensity of 

these methods lead techniques such as Matrix Pencil algorithm 

which does not require the estimation of covariance matrix 

[15] and methods that does not require EVD[16].  

   Conventional EVD methods such as MUSIC degrade 

performance when the sources are correlated since signals are 

required to be uncorrelated or lowly correlated. The rank of 

signal covariance matrix is dropped with correlation among 

the sources which prevent the usage of EVD.  In order to 

decorrelate the coherent or correlated signals, techniques have 

been proposed and in them spatial smoothing method is 

especially noteworthy [17],[18].  A “smoothing” process is 

applied to signal covariance matrix in order to make it full 

rank before using the MUSIC algorithm. In smoothing 

procedure, the antenna array is divided into overlapping 

subarrays with the number of elements which is higher than 

the number of signals to be determined. An optimum number 

of elements in each subarray is derived in [19]. After that, 

covariance matrices from each subarray are averaged to build 

up the smoothed covariance matrix.  

   The research in this area mostly considers theoretic aspects 

and computer simulations or experiments are performed in a 

shielded and controlled medium [20]-[22].  Moreover, 

majority of the effort with RSS is targeted to locating active 

devices and no effort is available in locating passive devices 

by using RSS measurements.  Thus the main contribution of 

proposed work include: (1) application and performance 

analysis of AoA methods for passive devices, (2) and location 

estimation of a passive, unintededly emitting device. 

   The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II 

outlines the methodology of the techniques that utilized in the 

experiment. Measurements and experiment details are given in 

Section III. Section IV first indicate real time data 

measurement results of angle of arrival methods and compare 

them with computer simulation results then reveal the 

localization information corresponding to the measurements. 

Finally, Section V concludes the paper with summary remarks 

and future directions.  

II. APPROACH  

A. Phased array processing method 

   This method uses correlation to find the angle which gives 

the maximum power [23],[24]. It is known by the Cauchy-

Schwarz inequality, as a function of θ, ( ) ( )H

ms s   has a 

maximum at m  . If M sources exist in the medium, 

received signal can be written as 
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m is the received amplitude from each 

source, n is the additive noise and 

1 2[ ( ) ( ) ( )]M  S s s s , ( )ms  is the steering vector 

corresponding to the m
th 

source which is given by 
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  where N is the number of antennas in the array and θm is the 

arriving angle of m
th

 far field source which is equal for each 

antenna. 2 /k   ,λ is the wavelength of the received signal 

and ( , ) ( 1)cos mn kd n     is the phase difference between 

the reference and n
th

 antenna. Entire angular directions are 

scanned and the spectrum in (3) is plotted. 
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   Peaks of this spectrum are the estimated angle of arrivals.  

Accuracy of this method depends on the power of received 

signals, therefore signals with high signal to noise ratio (SNR) 

will give better resolution.  

B. MUSIC Algorithm 

   MUSIC is firstly presented by Schmidt [13] and become the 

most popular method for estimating the AoA during the recent 

years. It depends on the covariance matrix as many adaptive 

techniques. The main procedure of the method is separating 

noise and signal subspaces. This separation is provided with 

attaining the covariance matrix of the received signal which 

can be written as below 
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with Rs being signal covariance matrix with rank M, 

therefore R has  N-M zero eigenvectors corresponding to zero 

eigenvalues from the noise subspace if the noise is assumed 

zero mean. The mean is not zero in real applications, therefore 

the smallest M-N eigenvalues are considered as noise 

eigenvalues. If qm is a such eigenvector 

0H

s m m R q SAS q                                                              (5) 
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   Considering A  matrix is positive definite, the last equation 

is a valid operation and it implies that N-M eigenvectors (
m

q ) 

of R , corresponding to noise eigenvalues are orthogonal to all 

M steering vectors. The MUSIC finds the pseudo-spectrum of  
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   Owing to the fact that the noise and signal subspace are 

assumed to be independent, the angles which make the 

denominator of the equation minimal, that are peak points of 

this spectrum, are considered as AoAs from M different 

sources. However if the sources are correlated, the rank of 
sR  

drops and the covariance matrix becomes singular, hence 

PMUSIC cannot separate these correlated sources.  Consequently 

a prior smoothing procedure is applied to the covariance 

matrix. Spatial smoothing algorithm is mentioned next.   

C. Smooth MUSIC  

  Smooth MUSIC relaxes the MUSIC assumption that all 

incoming signals are uncorrelated. In a flat fading 

environment multipath components from different directions 

may occur and these would be highly correlated with each 

other. These correlated components reduce the rank of signal 

covariance matrix and makes it singular. In spatial smoothing 

MUSIC algorithm, N element antenna array is subdivided into 

L overlapping subarrays each containing P antenna element.  

With this method, the covariance matrix of the signal from 

each subarray becomes full rank [17] and it gives the 

opportunity of separating different correlated sources [25]. 

Auto covariance matrices of the received signal from 

1L N P   subarray accomplish new PxP covariance 

matrices. Then the overall smoothed correlation matrix 

becomes 
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   This new covariance matrix is used in MUSIC pseudo-

spectrum to find maximum of at most P-1 correlated signals. 

As described in [19][19], determining P and L has a 

significant effect on the performance. Since, if the subarray 

dimension is large and number of subarrays is small (P is large 

and L is small), a high resolution can be achieved however the 

decorrelation may be insufficient. On the other hand, if the 

number of subarrays is large and the subarray dimension is 

small (L is large and P is small) a good decorrelation can be 

satisfied despite the resolution may be unsatisfactory due to 

the small size of antenna array.                                       

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND MEASUREMENTS  

   For the experiment, channel 8 (FRS) of a walkie-talkie is 

engaged. A continuous RF stimulating signal at -40 dB with a 

frequency of 467.5625 MHz is generated with Agilent MXG-

N5182A signal generator. The walkie-talkie is placed on the 

ground, left in standby where it goes to power saver mode and 

cycles on-off.  The weak stimulating signal is employed to 

keep walkie-talkie on [1].   

   Measurement hardware setup for this experiment is shown 

in Fig 2. It consists of two 8-element uniform antenna array 

which built with broadband, omnidirectional (UHF BW 350-

450MHz, (Pharad lightweight wearable)) antennas.  Distance 

between each antenna is kept as / 2d   to prevent mutual 

coupling between the antennas where λ is the wavelength of 

the received signal. Antenna units are connected to 40 dB low 

noise amplifiers (LNA) to amplify the weak signal and also to 

mitigate the effect of noise then connected to 4-channel 

Agilent MSO6104A and Agilent MSO7104B oscilloscopes 

for data acquisition. 80000 data points are collected for each 

snapshot and at least 10 snapshots are taken in every position 

of walkie talkie.  

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Experimental setup of localization process of passive device 

    Eight-element antenna arrays are placed at predefined 

locations along x and y directions. After detecting the AoA 

from the source, basic geometry rules are applied to find the 

Cartesian coordinates of the source with respect to the origin 

by the help of known antenna position information.   

 
Fig. 3. Localization diagram of a source with known antenna positions 

    Localization procedure is represented in Fig. 3 where A and 

B are the arriving angles, between 0
o
 to180

o
, to the arrays in x 

and y directions, a is the distance between the antennas and the 

reference point. Cartesian coordinates of the source can be 

determined by applying the formulas below 
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

   The experiment is conducted to determine the AoA and the 

location of the emitting device with the measurement setup as 

discussed in Section III. To demonstrate the performance of 

phased array processing and smooth MUSIC methods for 

realistic scenarios, experimental results are provided in this 

section for indoor and outdoor environments.   

 

A.    Results for phased array processing  

 Arrival angle estimation is performed with correlating 

received signal and steering vector corresponding to the 

antenna array for entire angular spectrum while the angle 

gives maximum power is set as AOA. A Walkie talkie is 

placed 60
o
 in indoor and 75

o
 in outdoor environment. 

Stimulated emissions from device are measured with antenna 

array. Relation between signal power and angle of arrival is 

shown in Fig. 4. Reflections from the obstacles in the 

environment introduced multiple peaks. Further, due to the 

weak nature of unintended emissions, peaks are close to noise 

floor. Therefore, these   reasons make the detection of angle of 

arrival more challenging. 
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Fig. 4. Amplitude versus angle, for phased array processing, device 

placed at 60o for indoor and 63o in outdoor environment. 
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Fig. 5. Amplitude versus angle, device placed at 63o with computer 

simulation for phased array processing. 

B. Results for Smooth MUSIC algorithm 

   Smooth MUSIC algorithm is preferred due to existence of 

multiple paths from reflectors in the environment. These 

coherent components have been distinguished with spatial 

smoothing method by arranging the array detector into 

overlapping subarrays. MUSIC and other eigenvalue 

decomposition methods require number of signals impinging 

the antenna array. However number of signals present in the 

environment is generally unknown. Number of signals is 

estimated using noise information of the medium in the 

literature [26]. Covariance matrix of received signal is 

decomposed into eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Eigenvalues 

above a threshold level (noise floor) are considered as signal 

eigenvalues. On the other hand, emitted signal in this 

experiment is relatively weak and this may result incorrect 

number of multipath estimation therefore degrade the 

performance of smooth MUSIC algorithm.  Another method 

for estimating number of sources is minimum description 

length (MDL) [27] which is mostly used in radar systems 

where approximate arrival angle of the signals are known in 

advance.  
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Fig. 6. Detecting AoA using 7 antennas in each subarray and different 

number of multipath, device placed at 116o. 

   Determining the number of multipath and deciding the 

number of elements in each subarray has effect on accuracy of 

AoA estimation. Number of multipath determines signal and 

noise subspaces, estimating it correctly provides precise 

arrival angles. Effect of correctly estimating the number of 

multipath is shown in Fig.6. Antenna number in each subarray 

is 7 and walkie talkie is placed at 116
o
. Number of multipath 

is first assumed to be 4 and AoA is determined as 

116
o
.However, when the number of multipath is assumed to 

be 5, AoA is estimated as 108
o
. There is 5

o 
error between two 

assumptions and this 5
o
 deviation in AoA may cause serious 

error in localization if the device is very far away from the 

receivers. 

  As the number of subarrays increase, correlation between the 

signals is reduced more. On the other hand, this increment 

reduces the number of detectable signals.  Fig.7 compares how 

the accuracy is upgraded if the number of subarray is 

increased. Emitting device is placed at 63
o
. AoA is calculated 

as 65
o
 when there are 3 antennas in each subarray (totally 6 

subarrays) and determined as 75
o
 if there are 4 antennas in 

subarray (5 subarrays). Correlation between the signals is 

eliminated more efficiently when there are 6 subarrays.  

However, decreasing antenna count in each subarray reduces 

the number of sources that can be detected.      
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Fig. 7. Detecting AoA using 3 antennas in each subarray and number of 

multipath assumed as 2, device placed at 63o 

   Computer simulation of AoA using spatial smoothing 

MUSIC algorithm is shown in Fig.8. Line of sight (LOS) 

signal is impinging the antenna array with an angle of 63
o
 and 

its reflected component is coming toward 75
o
. In computer 

simulation noise is highly uncorrelated from the signal and 

that makes the peaks of pseudo-spectrum much higher than 

peaks in real time data. It is obvious from the plots that the 

real time measurements degrade the performance compared to 

the computer simulations.  
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Fig. 8. Computer simulation of smooth MUSIC algorithm. Direct signal is 

at 63o and reflected signal is at 75o. 

 

C. Results for localization 

   Localization results for indoor and outdoor environment 

utilizing the AoA information from phased array processing 

and smooth MUSIC techniques are provided in this section. 

Performance of localization using phased array processing 

method is given for indoor and outdoor environment in Figs. 9 

and 10.  For indoor measurements, center of the antenna array 

is placed at (6,0) and (0,6) positions along x and y directions 

where each point represents 1 ft. A 20x20 ft.
2
 area is 

investigated for the localization.  

   Mean square localization error in indoor environment is 

depicted in Fig. 9. As can be seen from the figure, localization 

error is less than 1ft. in a few particular locations and goes up 

to 4 ft. The localization error does not appear to have a 

systematic distribution with distance due to the presence of 

obstacles in the environment. Reflections from walls, desks 

and other components degrade the accuracy of localization.   

 

 
Fig. 9. Measured localization results of one unintendedly emitting walkie-

talkie for indoor environment with phased array processing 

    
Fig. 10. Measured localization results of one unintendedly emitting walkie-

talkie for indoor environment with phased array processing 

   Antennas are placed at points of (12,0) and (0,12) along x 

and y directions for outdoor measurements. Error in 

localization increases with distance as represented in Fig.10. It 

is less than 2 ft. when the device is close to the receivers and 

goes up to 12 ft.  if device is placed further. 

    

   Effectiveness of localization using smooth MUSIC 

algorithm for indoor and outdoor is illustrated in Fig.11 and 

Fig.12. Since this method requires the number of signals 

impinging the receiver array, a profiling map is generated 

before measurements. In order to do the profiling, 

measurements are taken for reference points. Number of 

multipath that gives the best result for AoA is determined by 

off-line processing. While performing the experiment, number 

of multipath for AoA estimation is decided according to the 

profiling data.  

 



 
Fig. 11. Measured localization results of one unintendedly emitting walkie-

talkie for indoor environment with smooth MUSIC algorithm 

   Based on the profiling data, localization errors are 

demonstrated in Fig. 11 for indoor medium.  Maximum error 

for these measurements was 3.5 ft. Furthermore, localization 

range is increased compared with the phased array processing. 

Fig.12 shows that error in localization increases with farther 

distance compared to the closer distance to the receiver with 

the same error in AoA information in outdoor medium.  

 

 
Fig. 12. Measured localization results of one passively emitting walkie-

talkie for outdoor environment with smooth MUSIC algorithm 

   Localization range is enlarged for outdoor with smooth 

MUSIC algorithm as well which is illustrated in Fig. 11 and 

Fig. 12. RMS error is decreased hence smooth MUSIC 

algorithm serves a better performance in indoor and outdoor. 

   Tables below are demonstrated for better understanding the 

localization process for indoor and outdoor. Actual and 

measured angles and positions are given.  

   Tables provide real coordinates with respect to a reference 

origin point and angles of arrival in both directions. Angle A 

represents the arrival angle in x direction and Angle B gives 

arrival angle in y direction. This information is used to 

calculate the measured Cartesian coordinates of walkie talkie 

as explained in Section III. Location error for x and y 

directions are also provided in tables. 

 

 
 

Table 1. Performance table of phased array processing method in indoor  
 

 
 
Table 2. Performance table of smooth MUSIC algorithm in outdoor  

 

    Furthermore, in Fig.13 floor plan of Engineering Research 

Lab, 114 in Missouri University of Science and Technology 

campus is demonstrated for performance comparison of 

algorithms used in the experiment. Smooth MUSIC algorithm 

increases the range of localization compared to phased array 

processing. Room contains many obstacles around and 

localization range goes up to 20 ft. with smooth MUSIC, 

where it is 16 ft. if phased array processing method is used, 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 13. Localization performance comparison using smooth MUSIC and 

phased array processing method for indoor environment  



   As can be seen from the picture, the localization range 

grows toward x axis where there are less obstacles compared 

to y axis. Fig.14 illustrates the field in front of McNutt Hall in 

Missouri University of Science and Technology campus to 

show the enlargement of localization range with smooth 

MUSIC algorithm. A 60x60 ft
2
 area is investigated for the 

measurements. Localization range goes up to 30 ft. with 

smooth MUSIC algorithm though, 25 ft. acceptable range is 

reached with phased array processing.  

   More efficient results are achieved for localization range in 

outdoor when compared to an indoor environment by using 

both phased array processing and smooth MUSIC algorithm 

due to the dense multipath components in indoor medium. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 14. Localization performance comparison using smooth MUSIC and 

phased array processing method for outdoor environment  

V. CONCLUSION 

   Localization of a unintededly emitting RC device is 

presented in this paper. A eight element array antennas are 

employed to determine the arriving angle information using 

phased array processing and smooth MUSIC algorithm. 

Measurements are taken in an unshielded environment for 

both indoor and outdoor as opposite of many published work 

in the literature. The RMS error for the localization is less than 

12 ft. in outdoor but Smooth MUSIC algorithm provides 

larger localization range compared to phased array processing 

method. Furthermore for indoor, an RMS error of less than 4 

ft. and a localization range of 20 ft. are accomplished for 

smooth MUSIC and 16 ft. for phased array processing 

method. The major source of error in this work is the existence 

of multipath; hence the future work will involve detecting the 

direct path while relaxing the assumption that the LOS signal 

is the most powerful signal among all received paths. For 

future study, mitigating the effects of multipath on localization 

will be investigated. Furthermore experiments for locating 

similar or different kind of multiple emitting devices will be 

provided.   
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